
HIGH GRADE  SHOES FOR NURSES. QUITE NOISELESS. 
These Shoes  are now being worn by the Matrons  and Nurses at  all the 

principal Hospitals. 
ARCHED INSTEP SUPPORTS IN EVERY PAIR. 

PRICE 1219 PER PAIR. 
HALF SIZES KEPT IN STOCK. 

SPRING WAIST. A l so  Makers of the “SAMARITAN  WARD ” SHOE. 
NO LACING. with Cross Straps over Instep. 

Both these Shoes can be obtained in a specially dressed Leather, Black or Tan, for Colonial Wear. 

GOOCHS LIMITED, 67 to 77, Brompton Road. London. S.W. 
T.H E 
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BbitortaI. any other section of working women  who 

W 
would consent to the sequestration and manip- 

THE NURSE PAYS. ’ ulation of their earnings in the way in which 
HEN will the  philanthropic public trained nurses have submitted for the  last  fifty 

learn  that  true  philanthropy  consists years. 
in paying for their charitable projects, We drew attention last Week to one instance 

and not,gs unfortunately is often  the case, where of the misuse  of  nurses’ earnings  for  the prose- 
nursing *e si& poor is concerned, in utilizing cution of charitable projects, and this week we 
a considerable part of the  earnings of hard again publish, in another column, two further 
working nurses in order to finance thair examples of the same thing. W e  desire to 
benevolent scI1emes. Nursing  institutions not draw  the attention of ,Chmmittees which sanc- 
unfrequently support a district  nursing tion such an expenditure of nurses’ earnings 
branch partially at least, out  of the  earnings to  the injustice of the practice, believing that 
of their private nursing staffs, and hospitals fol- in many instances it arises from want of 
low this example by farming out  nurses  at ;I thought rather than  want of heart. The  years 
profitable price-paying the  nurses  less than in which nurses can  make molley are shorter 
half they earn-and appropriating  the  rest i n  than those of most 0ther”working women, and 
support of the charity. Nurses are not .as a unless they receive  all they earn  it is impossible 
rule good  women  of business, and although for them to provide  for illness and old  age. We 
they chafe, and grumble, at  their  money.being cannot too earnestly appeal to all  nursing in- 
used in this way, they take  no effective steps stitutions to  place the financial arrangements of 
to cure the evil. The remedy which lies to their private nursing staffs on an equitablc 
their  hand is  that they should organise them- basis. In the case of hospitals which maintain 
selves illto co-operative societies, paying a a private nursing  staff  the  accounts of this staff 
small percentage, for the maintenance of an should be kept entirely distinct from those of 
office and officers, and receiving otherwise the the institution, and any balance at the end of the 
whole of  their earnings. W e  do not know of year should be  divided between its members. 
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